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T ECH S HEET
Detail Brushes

Depending on your cleaning needs, you may require one or more types of detail brushes, it is important to
factor in the type and size of the detail brushe that you will need for the specific task you wish to perform.
Therma-Kleen® offer four different types and sizes of detail brushes. Some of the use for each of these is
described below.
S T A IN L ES S S T EEL DET A IL BR U S H:
1” Dia.
2-1/2” Dia.
Use – Stainless-steel is hard and should only be used on surfaces
that are scratch resistant. This brush is the most durable and
wears the longest. Always test in a small inconspicuous area
before proceeding. Stainless-steel is ideal for applications
requiring a durable and abrasive brush. It can be used on surfaces
such as masonry, certain tiles such as Quarry tile and high-quality
stainless-steel, removing grease and carbon build-up from
restaurant and food service grills, BBQ grills, etc. Stainless-steel
brush can be used to remove some painted areas, if the surface will undergo a sanding process prior to
repainting. If in doubt test in an inconspicuous area first. The stainless-steel brush can also leave a black mark
on some surfaces, which is difficult to remove on certain types of tile.

BR A S S DET A IL BR U S H:
1” Dia.

2-1/2” Dia.

Use – The Brass brush can be used on many metal surfaces as well
as on some Tiles, Ovens, Etc. Always test in an inconspicuous area
before use. Brass is softer than stainless-steel and consequently
will wear faster. Brass is ideal for applications requiring more
abrasive action than nylon detail brushes, but it is softer than
stainless-steel. Brass detail brushes are also popular for grout
cleaning as well as other vapor steam cleaner applications,
especially cleaning stubborn substances off many metal surfaces,
removing grease and carbon build-up on BBQ grills to mention a few. This brush works well on oxidized
aluminum surfaces; however, it will have a polishing effect and make the surface look brighter than areas
which have not been cleaned with this tool.

N YL O N DET A IL BR U S H
1” Dia.

2-1/2” Dia.

Use – Nylon is the usual go-to brush for most applications. Nylon
is ideal for applications requiring less abrasiveness than either
stainless-steel or brass detail brushes and is very popular for most
applications including grout cleaning as well as virtually unlimited
other surfaces applicable where there is a possibility of scratching
the surface, such as Bath Tubs, Door Jambs, Grout, Glass Shower
Doors, Etc. It is the most used brush when a surface needs to be
Pre-steamed to soften prior to cleaning. It is often used to presteam decals for removal. When in doubt about which brush to use, try the Nylon bristle brush first. This
brush can generally be used on almost any surface except on flat latex wall paint and non-water proof ceiling
tiles.
HO R S EHA IR DET A IL BR U S H:
1” Dia.

2-1/2” Dia.

Use - Most commonly used on material which are delicate and
have fine details. Our Natural Horse Hair is inherently soft,
durable and nonabrasive. Packed with thousands of genuine
horse hairs which tend to wrap around a surface making it
possible to penetrate deeper than other brush materials. They
are perfect for delicate materials such as Leather, Vinyl, Cloth,
Porcelain, Scratch Sensitive Plastic, Jewelry & Automotive
Detaining. It works well by gently cleaning all Interior surfaces,
air vents, convertible tops, etc. They are generally considered
safe on all surfaces, but it is best to test on an inconspicuous area before beginning. Dry Vapor units with
Horse Hair brushes, using the proper protocol, have even been used to clean computer circuit boards.
NOTE:
Logic will dictate the type of bristle to use. Is the item to be cleaned Hard, Soft, Scratch Resistant, Textured,
Painted, Fabric, Delicate, Etc. Once the type of bristle has been determined, the size of the brush can be
determined by the size of the project or the compactness of the area to be cleaned.
Therma-Kleen® has the expertise to provide you with the proper equipment for your application.
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